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Abstract
Long search queries are useful because they let the users specify their search criteria
in more detail. However, the user often receives poor results in response to the
long queries from today's Information Retrieval systems. For the document to be
returned as a relevant result, the system requires every query term to appear in the
document. This makes the search task especially challenging for those users who lack
the domain knowledge or have limited search experience. They face the difficulty of
selecting the exact keywords to carry out their search. The goal of our research is to
help bridge that gap so that the search engine can help novice users formulate queries
in a vocabulary that appears in the index of the relevant documents.
We present a machine learning approach to automatically summarize long search
queries, using word specific features that capture the discriminative ability of par-
ticular words for a search task. Instead of using hand-labeled training data, we
automatically evaluate a search query using a query score specific to the task. We
evaluate our approach using the task of searching for related academic articles.
Thesis Supervisor: Tommi Jaakkola
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The explosion of information on the web has made finding relevant information a
challenging task. Existing web pages change frequently and new ones constantly
appear. The performance of retrieval systems depends heavily on the quality of user
interaction. Current systems encourage their users to type in short queries to express
their information need. A popular search engine's search help says the following:
Describe what you need with as few terms as possible. The goal of each
word in a query is to focus it further. Since all words are used, each additional
word limits the results. If you limit too much, you will miss a lot of useful
information. The main advantage to starting with fewer keywords is that, if
you don't get what you need, the results will likely give you a good indication of
what additional words are needed to refine your results on the next search.
Search results retrieved by short (comprising of 2-3 terms) queries are often domi-
nated by those picked up by information cascades, i.e. popular webpages. This poses
a serious problem for a domain non-expert [33] trying to find relevant documents
specific to their search task. The relevant result could be buried past the first couple
of pages of search results. Reading the full text of those results and manually trying
various combinations of terms over multiple short search queries becomes an onerous
task.
This task of finding the right combination of query terms is easier for some than
others. However, search engines provide the same experience to everyone regardless
of their expertise. One has to understand to some extent the mechanics of how a
search engine works, in order to formulate effective queries. This deficiency in search
engine design has the effect of requiring a longer learning curve for those who are new
to the system.
The goal of our research is to help bridge that gap so that the search engine can
help novice users formulate queries in a vocabulary that appears in the index of the
relevant documents. This is a challenging problem for two key reasons: "vocabulary
mismatch" and "incomplete vocabulary".
"Vocabulary mismatch" [32] is a well known problem in Information Retrieval. It
arises, for example, when a user lacks the domain knowledge or has limited search
experience. As a result, she often has difficulty in selecting exact keywords to carry
out a specific search task. Various studies have been done to analyze the importance of
search experience and domain knowledge for effective searching on the web [1, 14, 20}.
White et. al carried out an extensive study of how web searcher knowledge and
strategies differ from each other, and how this can greatly influence their ability
to perform successful searches [33]. An example of where domain expertise helps
alleviate the problem is illustrated by the fact that it would be easier for a doctor
to find the latest research studies related to a particular disease than a computer
scientist. Similarly, a user looking for a place to rent in the US will not get the most
relevant web pages by searching for "flat rentals". However, an experienced searcher
will quickly refine his query to "apartment rentals" finding the term "apartment" to
be more discriminative after looking at the first few pages of search results. On the
other hand, an inexperienced searcher might give up after the first try and not even
consider searching again.
Novice users also face the problem of "incomplete vocabulary" which means that
the user is unable to naturally think of additional specific terms to describe the search
problem. Attempts to alleviate this problem have relied on automatic term expansion,
or the construction of a thesaurus. The drawback of these approaches is that short
queries often do not provide enough context and thus term addition in this scenario
can lead to changing the original intent of the query. This reduces the number of
relevant documents retrieved by the expanded query.
Query expansion has long been a focus of information retrieval research to help
mitigate the above problems. The goal of query expansion is to find and include
additional related terms to the original short query to help focus it further. As
pointed out earlier, it is mostly useful for addressing the problem of "incomplete
vocabulary" for short queries given that the it already includes a few relevant terms.
It is not that helpful for long queries since additional terms can drastically hurt recall1 .
Query expansion also does not tackle the problem of improving a poorly formulated
query, that is, a query containing mis-specified words. It therefore does not address
the "vocabulary mismatch" problem.
Our research focuses on a complementary problem - query reformulation which
involves query summarization and translation. We believe that letting the user spec-
ify long queries (such as a portion of a text from a webpage) would allow them to
specify their search more precisely, with significantly less work on their part. Systems
would be able to leverage more contextual information available in the long queries to
automatically reformulate it to a more effective and concise version while preserving
the original intent.
Let us illustrate the utility of query reformulation with an example. Consider the
scenario where a graduate student is interested in carrying out an exhaustive literary
search for related work for a particular research paper. The student submits the first
few lines of the title and abstract
Estimating Robust Query Models with Convex Optimization. Query expan-
sion is a long studied approach for improving retrieval effectiveness by enhanc-
ing the user's original query with additional related words. Current algorithms
for automatic query expansion can often improve retrieval accuracy on average
but are not robust that is they are highly unstable and have poor worst case per-
formance for individual queries. To address this problem we introduce a novel
formulation of query expansion as a convex optimization problem over a word
graph ...
'Defined in Section ( 4.1)
as a query to our local search engine for a randomly chosen IR paper submitted
to a NIPS conference:
Figure 1-1: User Scenario
What are the
related papers on
h this toplc?,5'
User types in
abstract (d) of paper
in search box:
"Estimating Robust
Query Models with
Convex Optimization.
Query expansion is a
long studied approach
for improving retrieval
effectiveness..."
Results for
long query I PR .
a-rct
Results for citatin!
reformulated query
While the query finds the paper with the above abstract, it contains extraneous
terms that resulted in making the query too specific. The query just returns one
result which is the paper (nips2lNIPS2008_0183.txt) from which the long query is
derived, as shown in figure (Figure 1-2):
Figure 1-2: Original Long Query (d)
ousy acor laewrnm. quwy. Wcor. ffcom)
nIpe21 NPS20080813.bt Estimaltig Robust Qury... 0.125 118
Ouery Results
Estknating Robust Querv Models with Convex Optrization.
Kn Cd~k Thw
Now consider results for a shortened query query expansion baseline in figure
(Figure 1-3). Compared to the original long query, the set of search results con-
tains a more useful set of related papers. 3 out of top 6 results are the references
(nips21NIPS2008_0813-reL*.txt) of the paper associated with the long query.
Our research proposes a model to automatically reformulate a seed document
(e.g., abstract of a paper) into a more effective search query. For our experiments,
........................ I
Figure 1-3: Query Reformulation (q)
0ryr- GQerm query ecou e
rps21-NPS200.081 tx qurmy espertalon inelere 60418668667 58
Estimating Robust Query Models with Convex Otmrnization.
Kevyn Collis-Thorpnn
nice21 NIPS2000 0813.txt
EstiMation and Use of Uncertaint in Psudo-relevance Feedback.
Keryn Colns-Thompson and Jumis Cal .
nps21.NFOPSM1003&f4.t
Personalzina Seach via Autonated Analysis of Interests and Activities.
Jelme Teeven, Suaw T. Dumbai
nipe21.NWP86800013efj.t
Relevance-Based LanguaM Models.
Victor Levienko and W. Bruce Croft
nips2l.NIPSMilM813uefL.I.tx
Relevance ranin for one to three ten queries.
Cherles LA. Clarke a.. Gadn V. Cormack b. Eizabeth A Tudhope b
nips20NIPS20070754ref_6txt
ALanguae Modelin Ancrach to Inforrmo erea
Jay M. Panse and Bruce Crft
nipe2.NPSU18.S03juEJ..txt
we work with a corpus of documents consisting of machine learning research papers
(from the annual conference "Neural Information Processing Systems") and their
references. A portion of text from each paper (for example, the abstract or the entire
document) can be considered a long query for which its references would be the closest
relevant documents. We generate the list of reformulated queries by composing terms
from the text of the NIPS paper. For example, query expansion baseline is a possible
reformulation of the long query shown in figure (Figure 1-3). We design a score
function to rank the reformulated queries such that queries which return references
higher up in the result set receive higher scores. To prevent query drift (this concept is
described in [37]), we require that the NIPS paper itself be retrieved by any candidate
query. Our approach provides an efficient alternative to manually building a training
data set.
Chapter 2
Related Work
Existing work on query reformulation can be roughly divided into three areas.
2.0.1 Query Refinement
A lot of work has been done on query refinement techniques to improve the retrieval
performance of queries [10, 8, 9, 16, 12, 34]. This work is focused on improving the
quality of a short query and can be broadly classified into two categories. The first
category contains Relevance Feedback methods which refine the query based on the
initial set of documents retrieved by the user's query. These methods work well if
the returned documents are somewhere close to the documents that the user desires.
The second category consists of global techniques that carry out query expansion by
suggesting additional query terms using a thesaurus such as WordNet, or by building
a thesaurus automatically by mining search query logs. Such approaches suffer from
query drift because the queries are too short and do not provide enough context.
The work by Wang and Zhai [32] presents a probabilistic approach to analyzing
the relations between terms in a query. Their work mines the co-occurrences of terms
within multi-word queries in query logs and uses those statistics for proposing a more
discriminative term in place of an original term or suggests a term for expanding the
original query. Their strategy is to replace a term at a time and get a possible list
of candidate reformulations which differ from the original query by only one term.
Then they recommend the most probable candidate as a substitution. The translation
model collects the candidate terms for substituting an original term based on whether
the two appear in similar contexts. The authors use global information present in
search query logs to mine term association patterns rather than restricting themselves
to a single user session.
The focus of the above work has been to refine short queries by adding or substi-
tuting query terms. In contrast, our work aims to summarize very long queries.
2.0.2 Query by Document
Yang et. al [35] present the idea of querying by document (QBD) to find content
related to the document. They propose a heuristic using part-of-speech tagging to
extract a set of noun phrases from the document which are then used to construct
queries to a search engine. The authors evaluate the quality of their phrase extraction
technique and document retrieval using human judges, limiting the number of query
documents to 34. Obtaining large amounts of manually labeled training data is
expensive and often infeasible. Their QBD-WI approach maintains a graph of 7
million nodes which takes roughly 10 seconds to list the queries for a document.
This is an expensive procedure to run for a user query in real time. However, using
Wikipedia to generate additional query terms is an interesting idea.
The authors of [4] present a class of non-linear models based entirely on words.
The proposed low rank approximation method is not only computationally efficient
but also captures higher order relationships between words. Their evaluation uses
whole Wikipedia articles as queries and thus can be applied to query by document
scenario. They consider the task of ranking highly the documents that the input
Wikipedia article links to. One problem with this approach is that given an input
document as a query, the relevance scores for all documents in the corpus need to be
computed.
The work by Guo et. al [18] falls into the same category applied to patent prior
art search. Given a new patent as a long query, their work looks into identifying a
list of previously granted patents to be useful to include as patent citations. They
derive patent structure specific features for the task of learning patent ranking.
Yih et al. [36] present a paper on automatically extracting keywords from the text
of webpages for displaying advertisements. They use a variety of linguistic features
such as whether the word appears capitalized, as a noun phrase, in the title etc.
coupled with IR features such as word frequency. More interestingly, they use a
query log feature based on the frequency of the occurrence of the word/phrase in
query logs, which they find to be quite informative. This paper might not seem
to be directly related to our work but the feature set can certainly be useful for
extracting discriminative terms from the document which can then be combined for
query reformulation task.
In our work, we automatically generate a large training and test set by using any
corpus of text documents. This enables us to consider machine learning approaches
which can learn how to best query by document. The approach is based on query
reformulation. Once the parameters are learned by the model, query reformulation
for a new document is extremely efficient. We used a motivation similar to [18] to
construct our data set. The title and abstract of a paper can be seen as a sample
description from the complete discourse available in the related papers (for example,
the references) that the user is interested in finding. Our goal is to find a way to
extract the most discriminative terms describing the discourse on the basis of the
sample provided by the user.
2.0.3 Query Reduction
Many approaches have already been suggested for formulating shorter queries from
long ones. Work by [24] set the stage by looking at rewriting the query to a version
that is comprised of a small subset of appropriate terms in order to improve query
effectiveness. They select a set of top ranked sub-queries using a single feature of
mutual information (MI) and presented them to the user.
Bendersky and Croft in [5] approach the problem of handling more verbose natural
language queries by presenting a way of identifying the key concepts from them. They
extract noun phrases from the query as concepts and present a way of weighing them
using a supervised machine learning approach. They use corpus-dependent features
such as tf, idf of the phrase, query-dependent feature which measures the frequency
of a concept in the query log and corpus-independent feature such as Google n-grams
to estimate the frequency of terms appearing in a concept in a large web collection.
Next they use the highest-ranked concepts for each query to improve the retrieval
effectiveness of the original query.
Similarly, [25] presents a machine learning technique to automatically carry out
query reduction by picking the top-ranked sub-query in order to improve relevance.
Their approach uses a limited set of hand-constructed features during learning. Nev-
ertheless, these features can be applied to our problem, and we will use the approach
of [25] as the baseline to compare our method's performance.
Chapter 3
Experimental Setup
3.0.4 Corpus
We use a collection of Nips papers 1 and the papers mentioned in their citations
as our corpus of documents. Standard data sets like TREC provide a very small
collection of queries and often do not provide the actual text of all the documents.
So we constructed our corpus of 1156 NIPS papers which we used to generate long
queries. In order to download the references for each NIPS paper, we parsed the set of
citations that appeared in each NIPS text file. The first few words from each citation
were used as a query to a popular search engine. We downloaded the file if the first
search result contained a link to a pdf file. All of the pdf files were then converted
to text using the pdftotext utility. We manually evaluated the quality of our corpus
to find that the number of correct references for a few randomly chosen NIPS papers
was nearly or more than 50%. We removed the NIPS documents with less than four
total references. After the cleanup, we were left with 1156 papers and the total size of
the corpus was 8927 documents. Note that the document collection contained some
duplicates for papers with common references.
1http://books.nips.cc/
3.0.5 Search Engine
We use the indexing and retrieval capabilities of Apache Lucene 2 which is a high-
performance, text search engine library written in Java. It uses tf-idf based scoring
to compute the relevance scores for each result. The exact function used by Lucene
to compute the relevance score of result r for query q is given by:
score(q, r) = Ztf(t E r).idf (t) (3.1)
teq
where tf(t E r) is the term frequency for the query term t in result r and idf(t) is
just the inverse document frequency of the term. We changed the default operator
for parsing queries from OR to AND so that a match is found only if all the terms
exist anywhere in the text of the document.
3.0.6 Web Interface
We built a web interface on top of Lucene using web.py 3. Querying the NIPS corpus
by typing in a query into the search box (Figure 3-1) makes it an extremely useful
debugging tool.
Figure 3-1: Web Interface
query expansion baseline( S
Figure (Figure 3-2) below shows the results for the query once the user hits the
search button. The diagram below points out five main features useful for under-
standing query quality:
1. NIPS paper: One of the NIPS papers fetched by the search query. This is one
of the 1157 papers and cannot be a reference, i.e. it does not contain the string
2 http://lucene.apache.org/java/docs/index.html
3 http://webpy.org/
Figure 3-2: Search Result Page
Query Scores (docname, qs, numjrefs)
n ps21 N PS2008 0916. txt 0.0 0 7
n ps20 NiPS2007 0922 txt 0 438596491228 12
nips2l PS200 108 x8 0 4166666667 8
nPS p S20081. 2x 0 S0066 666666 1
Query Results
<Estimatin obust Query Models with Convex Optimization. Kevyn Collins-Thompson Microsoft 4search 1
Microsoft Wa3!Fdmond....
.. A U.-A 98052 kevy. @mr crosoft, cor ri Abstrac!. Q'uery exp.ansion ,s a long-studied approac -3h for mn'proving re
Irieval
nip 1 NIPS2008 0813.txt. pos 1. score:( 0534648895264I
Estimation and Use of Uncertainty in Pseudo-relevance Feedback. Kevyn Collins-Thompson and Jamie5 Callan. Languaae Technologies...
SCompuer Scice Carnegie Mon Univer.sity Pitsburgh PA 1F'13-213 U S Ak
ips21-P22008 0813 re 4.txt, pos:2 scoc:0 503407950401
Personalizing Search via Automated Analysis of Interests and Activities. Jaime Teevan. MIT, CSAIL 32
Vassar...
Street G472 Cambrigt, MA 02138 USA Susan T. Dumais
nips21 NIPS2008 0813 rei 2.txt, pos:3, 3308007431
Relevance-Based Language Models. Victor Lavrenko and W. Bruce Croft Center for Intelligent Information
Retrieval Department...
.)f Com pter Science University of Massach uset. Amhers MA 01003. ABSTRACT We explore the relation
nips21 NIPS2008 0813 ref 8.xt pos:4, score:0.304750353098
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"-ref." in its name. When present as a search result, its name links to the full
text of the paper.
2. Related papers fetched: Shows the number of related papers fetched by the
query for the NIPS paper specified in the first column.
3. Query score: Shows the query score for the NIPS paper specified in the first
column.
4. Title: The first line of the search result is the title of the paper.
5. Reference papers: The last line contains the name of the paper returned. If it
is not a link, then it is a reference of a particular NIPS paper. The naming
convention allows us to quickly tell which NIPS paper cites it as a reference.
In addition to the main search interface, various url handlers were added as needed,
to quickly visualize results of a particular model or to analyze new features. Figure
(Figure 3-3) shows a portion of one such page which lets the user browse the whole
NIPS corpus. Each row contains a link to the full text of a NIPS paper followed by
links to its references.
Figure 3-3: Nips Corpus
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Chapter 4
Discriminative Approach
We are interested in the general problem of learning a mapping from a long search
query to a short reformulated query. The task is challenging since a good query
reformulation involves both query reduction and translation. The challenge is to pick
the "right" combination of terms that are neither too specific nor too general while
tailoring the query to the user's domain of interest.
The mapping that we learn is represented by a ranking function that evaluates
each reformulated query in relation to the long query. The function is learned dis-
criminatively from a training set so as to reproduce a query quality score, evaluated
with full knowledge of the desired results. This query score is used as a measure of
the quality of a reformulated query in order to prefer certain query reformulations
over the others.
4.1 Query Score From Search Engine
This section describes a method for computing the query score for evaluating the
quality of a query. Assuming we know the desired results for the long query, we run
a candidate query through the search engine. A numerical score is assigned to the
query based on the results retrieved from the index. The score for a query is given
by its Average Precision value.
In Information Retrieval, precision and recall are two widely used statistical clas-
Figure 4-1: Query Score
Given search measure
(query, desired ) Retrieved results Query score
results)
sifications. Precision is defined as the number of relevant documents retrieved by a
search divided by the total number of documents retrieved by that search. Recall is
equal to the number of relevant documents retrieved by a search divided by the total
number of relevant documents in the index for that search. AP is a function of both
precision and recall and is obtained by averaging the precision values at each relevant
result observed in the returned list as follows:
q = Query
N = Total number of retrieved results considered
R = Set of relevant documents in the index for q{ 1 i'th result is in set R
0 otherwise.
P~j = P[j] =rel[k]/j
k=1
N
S(q, R) = Z(P[j].rel[j])|R|
j=1
The query score S(q, R) prefers queries that return the relevant results earlier in
the list of retrieved results. As an illustrating example, figure (Figure 4-2) shows the
query score computation for the long query in (Figure 1-2) and one possible query
reformulation in (Figure 1-3). It is evident that the query score for the reformulated
query q is 0.57 which is higher than that of the long query d. The score is computed
......... ..   
..
carefully to not count duplicates more than once.
AP gives us query score for a single query. For our experiments, we will be using
Mean Average Precision as the evaluation metric. MAP is just the mean of individual
query scores.
Figure 4-2: AP Computation
|R|= 7
S(q, R) = Average Precision
= (I + 2/2 + 3/3 + 4/4) / 7
rel[j] =0.57
P@j (H) a 1 4/5 Similarly, S(d, R) = 0.14
4.2 Learning Goal
Suppose we are given an input long query d, a universe of all possible reformulated
queries U and a set R of relevant results. The goal during learning is to learn a
function that would rank the reformulated queries as the query score would rank
them. There are two problems with this: the query scores are available only during
training and the universe U is very large. So a parametric mapping is learned from
a smaller candidate set of queries Q associated with each d. We describe how Q is
constructed in Section 4.3. Once we have the parameters, we can rank the candidate
queries for any new long query without access to the query scores.
4.2.1 Learning Criteria
Given a training set Tn = {(di, Ri, Qi)}i,...,n, we learn the parameters of 0 by training
on all pairwise preferences between queries of each set Qi. Qi represents the query
space that we are interested in evaluating for the long query di.
The objective function that we need to minimize is:
~I 2 Z S iik (4.1)
i=1 qj,qkEoi s-t. s(oj,ni )>stok,ni )
subject to the following constraints, Vi E {1, . .. , n}:
Vqj, qk C Qi s.t. S(qj, Ri) > S(qk, Ri), ijk k 0
f (di, qj; 0) - f (di, qk; 0) AS(qj,qk, Ri) - ijk (4.2)
where
AS(qj, qk, Ri) = S(qj, Ri) - S(qk, R)
Given the relevant result set R for query q, S(q, R) represents the query score for
q as evaluated by the search engine. The above constraints state that the score for qj
must be greater than the score of qk by a required margin, for each di. This margin is
equal to the loss AS(qj, qk, R,) which means that we require larger margin for pairs of
queries with large differences in their query scores as evaluated by the search engine.
4.2.2 Predicted Query
This section lists a couple of different ways by which one can derive a predicted
reformulated query during test time.
Top Ranked Query
Given a new long query d and a candidate set of reformulated queries Q, one can
rank the queries in the candidate set using the learned ranking function and output
the topmost one.
q = arg max f (d, q, 0)
qEQ
We will refer to the predicted query output using this operation as top-q.
Query Composed of Top Ranked Words
The above method assumes the availability of the candidate set of reformulated
queries for each new long query. It is very likely to not be the case in practice.
For instance, it might be computationally too expensive to derive all candidates from
a user's input query. However, it is often possible to propose a method for deriving
the predicted query just from the learned parameters and a new long query. As an
example, we know that f(d, q, 0) assigns a ranking score to query q. One can compute
a similar score for each candidate word in the vocabulary and order them by their
scores. A simple heuristic for outputting the query can be to just concatenate top
ranked candidate words together. A query output using such methods will be referred
to as argmax-q.
4.2.3 Evaluation Metric
In order to evaluate the performance of the trained models, we compute the average
of the search engine scores of top-q and argmax-q over the long queries in train-
ing/test/validation data. Mean Average Precision serves as the primary metric with
scores measured in terms of P@20.
4.3 Query Generation
For each NIPS paper, the abstract and title give us the long query. Next, we generate
a candidate set of reformulated queries for each long query. We use the following
intuitions as guidelines for selecting terms for candidate reformulated query set:
1. Stop words are too general to be useful to be a part of good query.
2. The abstract of the paper is a self-contained and short statement that describes
the rest of the paper. The abstract incorporates key words found in the text
and often includes purpose, methods and the scope of research. As such, it
also contains terms that refer to the approach used in prior related work. Thus
the terms in the abstract are potentially useful for being part of a reformulated
query.
3. Carrying out search using the long query only returns the paper with the exact
abstract and title from which the long query is derived. No other document in
the index contains all the terms present in the long query. Thus, the query score
for a long query is always 1/R where R is the number of relevant documents
for the long query in the index. The score of reformulated query should be
at least 1/R in order to not hurt performance. A query composed of high idf
terms results in low recall since by definition those terms are present in very few
documents. Usage of such terms, however, helps in maintaining high precision.
At worst, only one document will be retrieved giving us the score of 1/R. The
challenge lies in picking the combination of terms that are not specific to just
a few documents in order to improve recall while keeping precision high. So we
seek reformulations that involve high idf terms to maintain precision while also
searching for combinations that increase recall.
Given the above insights, we consider the set of high idf terms that appear in
the long query as the candidate set of query terms for the reformulated query. In
addition, we remove terms from the vocabulary that only appear once in a particular
paper to get rid of any misspellings. Previous research on query logs [29] has shown
that the average length of the query is about 2.35 terms. Azzopardi's analysis [3]
also concludes that the most effective queries contain between two to five terms. So
we generate reformulated queries of lengths one, two and three for a given document.
The above procedure is used to generate two different data sets. The statistics of the
data sets are illustrated in Table (4.1). The second column displays the total number
of queries across all documents with score greater than 0.
The following sections contain details specific to each data set.
Table 4.1: Dat Set Statistics
Data Set Num Does Num Queries
Data Set I 1156 1,559,590
Data Set II 1156 1,568,778
4.3.1 Data Set I
The relevant set of documents for each query consists of the references of the paper
from which the corresponding long query is extracted and the paper itself. Sample
queries for the long query in figure (Figure 1-2) are provided in table (4.2).
Table 4.2: Sample query reformulations for long queries in figure (Figure 1-2).
Original query: Estimating Robust
Query Models with Convex Optimization.
Query expansion is a long studied approach
for...
Data Set I AP Recall
query baseline expansion 0.604 5/8
query improving word 0.589 5/8
query retrieval expansion 0.589 5/8
query expansion word 0.578 5/8
query baseline improving 0.578 5/8
collections baseline feedback 0.284 3/8
retaining query aspect 0.125 1/8
gains effectiveness word 0.025 1/8
4.3.2 Data Set II
For some papers, the set of correct references that we could download or the number of
references cited in the paper was too small. As a result, the top queries for such papers
are composed of terms too specific to the vocabulary of one or two references that can
be retrieved. Table 4.3 provides an example. To make the link structure within the
corpus more interesting, we computed a tf-idf based cosine similarity score for a paper
with every other document in the corpus. We augmented the set of relevant documents
for the paper with documents having a similarity score above a fixed threshold. This
change did not have much effect on the top queries for papers with decent number of
references. For instance, the queries for long query in figure (Figure 1-2) stayed about
the same. However, the quality of top query reformulations improved for other papers.
Table 4.4 seems to have better set of top query reformulations for the same long query
presented in table 4.3. The top queries in table 4.3 consist of terms specific to couple
of references containing details about handwritten digit recognition and DNA splice
site detection.
Table 4.3: Data Set I Example Query Reformulations
Original query: Thin Junction Trees.
We present an algorithm that induces a
class of models with thin junction trees-
models that are characterized by an upper
bound on the size of maximal cliques... We
illustrate this approach with applications
in handwritten digit recognition and DNA
splice site detection.
Data Set I AP Recall
splice handwritten 0.333 2/6
junction handwritten 0.333 2/6
ensuring digit 0.333 2/6
splice tractable 0.333 2/6
dna handwritten trees 0.333 2/6
junction trees 0.075 2/6
cliques junction trees 0.055 1/6
But the focus of the paper is surrounding thin junction trees rather than its
applications towards handwritten digit recognition or DNA splice site detection.
4.4 Baseline Model: QP
QP refers to the model that we use for baseline comparison. It is trained using
SVMrank with the Query Predictors proposed in [25]. The set of query quality
predictors from the paper that we use as features are described below.
SQLen
Number of terms in the query.
Table 4.4: Data Set II Example Query Reforumlations
Original query: Thin Junction Trees...
Data Set II AP Recall
junction trees 0.4567 8/17
junction maximal trees 0.3445 6/17
cliques junction 0.29411 5/17
junction tractable trees 0.2352 4/17
cliques thin trees 0.1765 3/17
splice handwritten 0.1176 2/17
ensuring digit 0.1176 2/17
MI
Explained in Section 4.6.1.
IDF-based features
IDF of each query term is calculated as:
N+0.5
IDF =1g2 N.
log 2 (N + 1)
where N, is the document frequency of term w and N is the number of documents in
the corpus. We calculate the (a) sum (b) standard deviation (c) maximum/minimum
(d) maximum (e) arithmetic mean (f) geometric mean (g) harmonic mean and (h)
coefficient of variation of the IDFs of constituent words and include them as features
as suggested by the paper.
SCQ
We avoid the expensive computation of query clarity (QC) and instead used the
simplified clarity score (SCQ) as a comparable pre-retrieval performance predictor.
SCQ for each query term is given by:
SCQw = (1 + In TW) ln(1 + )N Nw
T is the number of times w appears in the entire corpus. Aggregate values similar
to the ones presented in Section 4.4 are included as query quality predictors.
ICTF
Inverse Collection Term Frequency of term w is defined as:
ICTF, = log 2 T- (4.3)T
where T is the number of term occurrences in the collection. Using the ICTF values of
each query term, aggregate statistics listed in Section 4.4 are incorporated as features.
Given the above set of query quality predictors as features, we train a linear
classifier and pick the best value for regularization parameter C by its performance
on the validation set. Implementation details can be found in Section 4.5.3.
4.5 Feature Set I: TM
We begin by presenting a very basic Translation Model based on word-to-word map-
pings. This learning scenario is based on the intuitive notion that the model can learn
to substitute a more discriminative word in place of the one specified by the user in
the search query. A feature z: UXV -> {0, 1} is defined for every pair of words in
the long query d and reformulated query q as follows:
zUV(d,q) = 1 if u d, v E q
0 otherwise.
where U and V is the vocabulary of long queries and reformulated queries re-
spectively. Word pairs that do not appear sufficiently often in the training data are
removed from the vocabulary. Filtering of the reformulated query set based on this
heuristic highlights a limitation of this model. The learning paradigm is never able
to predict certain set of top queries containing rare but potentially useful words from
a held out long query.
The reformulation from d to q is governed by parameters Ou, where u E U and
v E V. The reformulation score from d to q is then given by:
f(d,q;0) = '(d,q).0= ZZOUV
uEd vEq
Now that the TM model is fully specified, the model parameters are estimated
using the learning criteria specified in Section (4.2.1).
4.5.1 Query Composed of Top Ranked Words
During test time, we carry out query reformulation using our model by calculating
the argmax-q. Given the learned parameters Ou, and a new long query d, we find the
optimum q by computing a score for each candidate query term v:
score(v) = ( GO, Vv E V (4.4)
ued
We concatenate the top 3 scoring v's to get a query of length 3.
There are several advantages of using this approach. It doesn't require a set
of possible reformulations available for a long query during test time, making the
prediction task quite fast. We can also incorporate this approach during the training
phase to expand the set of reformulated queries for a particular long query. Having
a well-defined query score and a local search engine lets us evaluate the quality of
the newly generated query quickly. The next section describes how this test time
procedure can be integrated in the training phase to improve the quality of argmax-q
iteratively.
There are limitations of using such a simple heuristic. One such limitation is that
the derived queries do not consider interactions between the chosen query words. This
could lead to picking a query word which does not improve query quality and is in
fact redundant to the word already chosen. "beliefs mixture mixtures" is a simple
example that shows such redundancy in the argmax-q that the model output for
one of the test queries. We present a model extension in section 4.5.4 as one way of
capturing interactions between query terms.
4.5.2 Cutting Plane Algorithm
We propose a novel algorithm that enables us to learn the parameters efficiently
despite a large number of possible constraints. Our training algorithm picks a re-
stricted set of reformulated queries for each long query as a hypothesis space. Once
the parameters are learned, the training performance is assessed by computing the
argmax-q for each long query in the training data. The computed argmax-q can lie
outside the training set as shown in figure (4-3) which can be used to add additional
ranking constraints. Figure 4-4 presents the sketch of the algorithm.
The algorithm starts with an initial set of constraints for each d given by queries
in Q. It iteratively expands this set by computing the query score for argmax-q as
returned by the search engine and adding it to the set of constraints if argmax-q
is a new reformulated query. Incorporating additional constraints corresponding to
new queries is indeed beneficial. Adding pairwise ranking constraints for the new
Figure 4-3: Ranking Constraint Set Expansion for Training Pair (Q, d)
Can be used
to generate
additional
constraints!
predicted query ensures that the queries predicted by the model with high query
score are indeed ranked highly by the model in the training set as well. Similarly, the
model can learn from poorly performing predicted queries by forcing it to rank them
lower than the others in the training set. Thus this mechanism lets us start with a
small set of candidate queries for each long query and generates queries on the fly
while also improving the quality of argmax-q.
Inputs:
Training data T = {(Qj, Ri, di)} =1,...,n
Algorithm:
1. Let 6* be the solution of equation (4.1) on Tn.
2. For each di:
(a) Compute argmax-q using (4.4).
(b) Search using argmax-q and compute its
query score.
Is argmax-q E Qj? If not, Qj = Qj U argmaxq.
3. Go to Step 1
Figure 4-4: Cutting Plane Algorithm
Pictorially, the algorithm proceeds as shown in figure (4-5).
........................
Figure 4-5: Cutting Plane Flowchart
No
4.5.3 Evaluation
We use a learning-to-rank algorithm as explained in [22] to rank top 1000 queries for
each long query consistent with their ordering as provided by the search engine. All
the evaluations for this feature set are done using Data Set I. The model only considers
a restricted set of possible query words so as to keep the number of parameters small.
The candidate queries extracted from the long query were filtered accordingly. We
downloaded the SVMank implementation as defined in [21] and used Linear kernel
to train our model. The loss function was set to the total number of swapped pairs
summed over all queries. The optimal C value was chosen using the validation set.
The size of the feature set was approximately 45000.
Performance Metric
Average top-q and argmax-q predicted scores values are computed to evaluate our
experiment results. Mean Average Precision serves as the primary metric with scores
measured in terms of P©20.
Baseline Comparison
We compare the performance of TM model against the baseline model QP presented
in section (4.4) and a High IDF query generated by concatenating 3 randomly chosen
high idf terms from the long query. Tables (4.5) and (4.6) present the results on
test data.
Table 4.5: Train: TM Baseline Comparison Data Set I
Table 4.6:
Train
Model oracle-qs top.qs
High IDF 0.54 0.15
QP 0.54 0.34
TM 0.54 0.30
Test: TM Baseline Comparison
Test
Model oracle-qs top-qs
High IDF 0.55 0.15
QP 0.55 0.23
TM 0.55 0.22
Data Set I
Notice that the training performance of QP is better than TM since it ranks the
unfiltered set of top 1000 training queries but the test performance on the entire test
set is about the same for both models.
Argmax Query Performance
Next we look into the quality of argmax-q for the training and test data sets after
the first iteration of the Cutting Plane Algorithm. It is evident from the experiment
Table 4.7: Train: TM argmax-q Quality
Train
C Value oracle-qs top-qs
0.001 0.54 0.05
0.01 0.54 0.03
Table 4.8: Test: TM argmax-q Quality
Test
C Value oracle-qs top-qs
0.001 0.55 0.023
0.01 0.55 0.02
results in Tables (4.7) and (4.8) that the quality of the queries generated using (4.4)
is quite poor.
The translation model often outputs reformulated queries composed of words not
present in the long query. This leads to poor performance because of several possible
reasons. First, the set of relevant documents for some NIPS papers in Data Set I is
small (-2-3). Second, the search engine is extremely unforgiving with the requirement
that all the query terms need to be present in the text of the retrieved results. The
combined effect of the above often results in queries with 0 scores. Third, the training
data is probably too small to confidently learn parameter values for word-to-word
mappings leading to overall poor quality of argmaxq. Nonetheless, the quality can
be improved a bit using the Cutting Plane Algorithm. The performance results are
presented in the next section.
Cutting Plane Algorithm Evaluation
This section presents the results of the iterative training algorithm. The model ranks
top 1000 queries in the test data for outputting top-q which explains the higher
value of top-qs as compared to Table 4.6. The quality of argmax-q improves as the
algorithm progresses, as shown in tables Tables (4.9) and (4.10).
In order to help with analysis, we divided the type of argmax-q into 3 categories
as listed in Table (4.11).
Table (4.12) contains the sample output of the collected statistics for a few long
Table 4.9: Train: TM Cutting plane results
_ Train
Iteration number oracle-qs argmax-qs top-qs
0 0.54 0.021 0.30
2 0.54 0.076 0.30
16 0.54 0.13 0.30
36 0.54 0.14 0.30
Table 4.10: Test: TM Cutting plane results
__ Test
Iteration number oracleqs argmax-qs top-qs
0 0.55 0.01 0.25
2 0.55 0.033 0.25
16 0.55 0.05 0.25
36 0.55 0.05 0.25
queries/documents. argmax-qs refers to the search engine score of argmax-q.
The total number of argmax-q and *argmax-q across all the documents give us
the number of new examples that are added per iteration. Fig (4-6) plots the count of
each type of predicted query and the number of examples that are added per iteration.
It is evident from the figure that the number of argmax-q's with a non-zero score
increases as the cutting plane algorithm progresses but the examples become more
and more redundant. Such analysis can help us determine an optimum stopping
criterion for the algorithm.
241 new top scoring argmax-q were discovered and a total of 8502 new unseen
argmax-q were added to the training set by the end of iteration 36. On average,
the reformulated query set for each long query contained around 10 new queries. The
improvement in the quality of argmaxq is a promising result of using the cutting plane
algorithm to train our model. Table (4.13) shows an example where the algorithm
generated a top scoring argmaxq which was not available in the original training set
for the document.
There is certainly room for improvement in the quality of argmax-qs but the
results show that the cutting-plane algorithm helps in closing this gap.
Table 4.11: Argmax Query Types
Type Description
argmax-q New unseen query added to the training set for the next iteration.
Aargmaxq Query already present in the training set for the document. Ignored.
*argmax-q New unseen highest scoring query for the document.
Figure 4-6: Iteration Statistics
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Modified Objective
The motivation behind modifying objective (4.1) is that we use ranking loss during
training to rank all the queries but are only interested in the highest ranked query.
By forcing the model to capture the relative ordering of mid-range queries, we may
actually be steering it away from ranking the top few correctly. So rather than
requiring every pair of queries to be ordered correctly, we modify our objective to
require that each individual query is ordered correctly with respect to the top query.
The modified objective (slack-rescaling) can be written as:
2
C n
i=1
..... ................. . ........... .....
Table 4.12: Cutting Plane Iteration Statistics
iteration num doc name argmaxq argmax-qs
nips10_0329.txt
nips1O0350.txt
nips10.0378.txt
nips10_0486.txt
nipslO0549.txt
nips100626.txt
nips10_0654.txt
nips10_0787.txt
nips11-0038.txt
nipsl1l0111.txt
nips10-0329.txt
nips1W00350.txt
nipsIO0378.txt
nips10_0486.txt
nips10_0549.txt
nips10_0626.txt
nips1O0654.txt
nips100787.txt
nips1 1-0038.txt
nips11_0111.txt
nipsIO0329.txt
nips10_0350.txt
nips1O0378.txt
nips10_0486.txt
nips10_0549.txt
nipsIO0626.txt
nipsI0O0654.txt
nips1l0787.txt
nips110038.txt
nipsl1l0111.txt
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0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.167
0.086
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.367
0.33
0.167
0.014
0.083
0.5
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
Table 4.13: Example of argmax-q quality improvement for a single document
iteration num argmax-q argmax-qs
0 principal rank analyzers 0.2
1 principal rank latent 0.0
2 principal rank ica 0.0
3 *principal rank mixture 0.6
4 *principal rank mixture 0.6
5 *principal rank mixture 0.6
s.t.
Vi, Vq E Q\q* : f (di, g*; 0) - f (di, q; 0)) ;> 1 -
Z S(qi*, q, Ri)
where
(;=max 0, maxjz! S(qi*, q, R,)(1 - f (di, g*; 0) + f (di, q; 0))} , q E Qi (4.5)
The above formulation can be seen as a structured prediction task [31] where
the problem is to learn a mapping from input queries d to a reformulated query
q* E Q based on a training sample of input-output pairs T = {(di, Ri, Qi)}i=1,...,..
The elements of Q are structured objects instead of a scalar response variable. We
implemented cutting plane method for training structural Support Vector Machine
as described in [23] using SVMPython, which exposes a Python interface to SVMstruct
1. The most violated constraint [23] is computed as shown in 4.5.
This method gives us a couple of advantages. It reduces the number of constraints
from quadratic to linear making it feasible to train on larger data sets. We also noticed
that the training time for RankSVM becomes prohibitive as the value of C is pushed
higher. This algorithm let us run experiments with high C values.
It is evident from the results in tables 4.14 and 4.15 that our model performs very
well on training data. However, the current feature set clearly leads to over fitting
and generalizes poorly given the small amount of training data.
ihttp://svmlight.joachims.org/
Table 4.14: Train: TM Modified Objective
Train
C Value oracle-qs top-qs argmax-qs
0.0001 0.54 0.178 0.001
0.01 0.54 0.22 0.033
1 0.54 0.23 0.024
100 0.54 0.28 0.04
1000 0.54 0.35 0.06
1000000 0.54 0.43 0.013
Table 4.15: Test: TM Modified Objective
Test
C Value oracle-qs top-qs argmax-qs
0.0001 0.55 0.183 0.0007
0.01 0.55 0.17 0.01
1 0.55 0.18 0.01
100 0.55 0.21 0.01
1000 0.55 0.18 0.006
4.5.4 Extension: word assignment model
This section explores a model enhancement based on the observation pointed out
in section 4.5.1. The model fails to capture any interactions between the chosen
reformulated query words. To address this, we suggest the following approach.
For each document d, we divide our query set Q(d) into a set of positive and
negative examples denoted as Q+ (d) and Q- (d) respectively using a document specific
query score threshold p(d). The motivation for this was presented in the previous
section 4.5.3, we are only interested in learning the sub-space of good queries and
ranking them higher than the rest. Additionally, we require that each long query
word u E d maps to exactly one reformulated query word v E q. We specify the
mapping between u and v with binary variables zua, u C d, v E q, so that zuv = 1 if
u is assigned to v and zero otherwise. More formally, for any d and q, the set of valid
mappings is given by:
Z(dq) = zuv E {0, 1},u c d,v E q : EzUer= }
V'Eq
The translation score from d to q is then given by:
f (d,q;)= max f(d,q,z;9) = max ( OzuV = Zmax0u,
zEZ(d,q) zEZ(dq) uEd,vEq uEd vEq
If we think of the short query words as "clusters" then each long query word
is assigned to the best cluster. Note that some of the short query words in this
formulation may not have any long query words assigned to them. We would never
predict such reformulations but can nevertheless evaluate their score within the model.
Note that once the parameters are learned, argmax-q can no longer be output by
d v 1 f(d, vi, 0) = 10 U d 10
U2 3 f(d,v1v2, )=22
3 V 2 f(dv 2 ,)=15 U2 4
U3 u3  5 3 V2 f(d, V2V3, ) = 21
D Uf (d,v 3 ,)=143 f (dviv3 ,) =24
(a) Incorrect (b) Correct
Figure 4-7: Example demonstrating that argmax-q of length 2 can no longer be obtained
by computing a score for each term separately and concatenating 2 highest scoring terms.
computing f(d, v, 9) for all the words v E V separately and concatenating the highest
scoring ones. The main reason is that each term in the long query can now map to
at most one term in the reformulated query. Figure 4-7 presents a simple example.
Given the long query d consisting of four terms, we want to output an argmax-q of
length two. The learned parameter value Ga o, is represented on the edge connecting
nodes ui and v3 . The procedure presented in section 4.5.1 will output argmax-q
consisting of terms v2 and v3 whereas the correct argmax-q is composed of vi and v3.
Given a training set of pairs T = {(di, Ri, Q+(di), Q-(di))}j=1,...,n, the constraints
that our learning algorithm needs to satisfy are:
Vi, Vq E Q+(di) : f(di, q; 0) p(di) + 1 - (i,q, (i,q > 0
Vi, Vq E Q (di) : f(di, q; 9) < p(di) - 1 + (i,q, 'i,q 0
p(di) is a long query specific threshold since the query score distribution can vary
across long queries. The objective that we need to minimize is:
J(O; Sn) = 111e112 +C n _I_7_,q 1 S: iq2 = + (|Q-(di)| E , Si+ IQ+(d)|
qEQ- (di) qEQ+(di)
subject to the constraints that can be re-written as:
Vi, Vq E Q+(d ) : (i,q 2 p(di) + 1 - 5max Ouv, (i,q > 0 (4.6)
UEdi v q
Vi, Vq E Q-(di) : i,q > E max Ouv - p(di) + 1, (i,q > 0
The constraints (4.6) added by the set of good queries form a non-convex set. How-
ever, we can make it convex by fixing the mapping z E Z(di, q) for each (di, q) where
q E Q+(di). The optimization constraint then becomes:
Vi, Vq E Q+(di) : i,q,ziq > p(di) + 1 - E Ouv zuic, (,q > 0
uEdi,vEq
The goal is to minimize the objective jointly over (0, {ziq} =1,...,):
J'( , {zi} =1,..., ; Sn) = |1 ||2 +-(d) n, + |Q +(
i=1 qEQ-(di) qEQ+(di)
and this can be done iteratively. First, for a fixed 0, we find the mapping ziq cor-
responding to each (di, q E Q+(di)), then apply the method above to solve for new
0, and iterate. The objective will be monotonically decreasing but we are no longer
guaranteed to find the globally optimal solution.
We will not explore the proposed model enhancement in this thesis, but we believe
it is an interesting new direction for future work.
4.5.5 Discussion
We have presented a novel machine learning approach to query reformulation that
carries out both query reduction and translation. Our iterative learning algorithm is
able to start from a small set of candidate queries, letting us automatically evaluate
queries rather than relying on human judgments of document relevance with respect to
the queries. The approach that we presented employs simple word-to-word mappings
as a feature set. We highlight two potential problems that we noticed with our choice
of the parameters.
First, our approach requires a lexical match between the pair of words seen in the
training and test data. Thus the model lacks any signal for rare but potentially useful
words present in the held out long query. A heuristic can be used to smooth the pa-
rameters of the model for unseen words. However, we believe that over fitting will still
occur even when such heuristics are used. Perhaps it would make sense to do semantic
analysis of the text in the long query to infer the most representative topics and pick
the combination of query terms that cover some of those topics well. Work done by
the NLP community in the area of text summarization can possibly be leveraged to
augment the current approach to get some signal for rare query terms. Work by Ed-
mundson [15] and Luhn'59 [26] studied the techniques of extracting sentences based
on sentence position in the text (first paragraph, or immediately following section
headings), appearance of lexical cues (significant, hardly, impossible), and location
(first and last sentences of each paragraph [19]. It would be interesting to extend
this idea to generate appropriate features that would extract discriminative query
terms from a long query by treating the long query as a natural language query (for
instance, the abstract as it is) rather than just an unordered collection of terms. Sec-
tion 4.6 explores this approach by training a model using a combination of semantic
features extracted from a learned topic model over the corpus, features inspired from
text summarization literature and the standard query features.
Second, treating every pair of words as features yields a rich but very large feature
set. As a result, the model performs very well by over fitting the small amount of
training data. What we need is a stronger regularization or dimensionality reduction
to improve generalization. An approach similar to Latent Semantic Indexing [6] can
be used which will give us a couple of advantages. Since there are many ways to
express a given concept, the literal terms present in the training data may not match
the ones entered by the user. LSI style model will help overcome the problem of lexical
matching by representing those terms in the same latent semantic space. Use of a
low rank model for dimensionality reduction will also reduce the size of the feature
set which should help with generalization. Application of low rank model to query
reformulation is a novel contribution of our work and we describe this approach in
detail in Section 4.7.
4.6 Feature Set II: RB
In this section, we propose a Rule Based feature set which assists in identifying
key query terms from the user query. The proposed approach tries to overcome the
deficiency of the Translation Model (presented in section 4.5) which lacked signal for
unseen/rare terms present in the input query. TM considers the long query as a bag
of words and ignores the ordering of words which can be potentially useful in isolating
prominent terms from the long query. Here, the problem setting is similar to the one
presented in Section 4.7.6. A long query can be treated as a query document entered
by the user, and we will explore techniques for determining which query terms are
important to keep in the reformulated query.
We propose a combination of query, document structure and semantic features.
The query specific features are standard IR features such as frequency or the idf of
a query term. The document structure features in our feature pool are inspired from
the text summarization literature [30, 15, 19]. The position or placement of a word
in the long query can be a good indicator of its importance for query reformulation
task. The idea behind semantic features is that the long query (such as abstract)
can be seen as a small selection from the complete discourse that is written on its
topic. A word that appears in a sentence can either serve a syntactic function or
provide semantic content [17]. This set of features allows us to interpret the text at
the semantic level in order to isolate words that are indicative of the content that ties
the long query with the relevant documents at a semantic level. As such, we want to
distinguish topically related words from the long query.
To provide an idea of the range of features that can be used, we now briefly
describe the style of features that we incorporated in the RB model.
4.6.1 Query Features
These are the typical query term level statistics derived from the document corpus.
d below refers to the long query and q is the reformulated query.
Term Frequency
#Otf(q,d) = E tf(v,d)
vCq
where tf(v, d) is the term frequency of term v in the long query d.
Mutual Information
This feature is computed similarly to the feature presented in [24]. Let T, be the
number of times terms x and y occur in the corpus within a term window of 100
terms. Tx and Ty are the term frequencies of x and y and T is the total number of
terms in the collection. Mutual Information score for terms x and y is given by
T.Y
I(x, y) =log T
T T
(4.7)
The above score (4.7) is calculated for each pair of terms in the query and an
average is taken over the number of pairs. This gives us the Mutual Information
feature value #m, for a given query.
Query Length
#len(q) -
We have a separate feature for
is known to degrade as the query
if query length is len
otherwise.
queries of different lengths as retrieval effectiveness
length increases.
4.6.2 Document Structure Features
This set of features depends on the format and style of writing for a particular domain.
They can be especially useful in the query-by-document scenario, where the user
provides the portion of the document as a natural language query. For our corpora,
we propose a feature set inspired by work done in the area of text summarization.
We present a way to automatically learn the optimal values of these features, which
means they can be easily learned for different document collections.
Title
The goal of this feature is to extract discriminative words from the skeleton of the
document (title, headings etc.) if that information is available. The skeleton of the
document often outlines the subject matter of the document and hence the words
that appear in the skeleton can be of strong significance.
Jtitle(v, d) =
if query term v is present in title
otherwise.
qtitie(q, d) = ( title (V, d)
vEq
Capitalization
Capitalization feature can be used to capture the importance of name entities and
acronyms for appearing in shortened queries. For instance, authors often coin new or
refer to established acronyms like PCA (Principal Component Analysis), SVM etc.
which can be useful for finding related content.
6caps(V, d) { if v appeared capitalized in d
otherwise.
#caps(q, d) - E 6caps(v, d)
vEq
Note that 6caps(V, d) is 0 if v appeared capitalized only in the title or as the first
word of a sentence.
Sentence Position
Just as the first and last sentences of the paragraph are considered useful while
creating summaries of text [15], we extend this idea to locate positions within a
sentence where informative words are likely to appear. Only punctuation appearing
within the sentence is removed before calculating word positions.
pos (V, d) =
if v at position pos in sentence in d
otherwise.
#pos(q, d) = 6pos(v, d)
vEq
There can be multiple features for different values of pos. For instance, a feature
can be defined for pos 1 (first word of sentence), -1 (last word of sentence), -2 (second
last word) etc. We included 6 features #1 to #6 corresponding to pos = 1, 2, 3, -1, -2,
-3.
Phrase Cues
Hovy and Lin [19] show that sentences following certain phrases can be good indicators
of important content. This feature tries to isolate candidate words from sentences
containing important content that can be useful for query reformulation.
6phrase (V) = 1 if v followed phrase in sentence in d
0 otherwise.
<pphrase(q, d) - Z 6phrase (Vd)
v~q
We manually compiled the list of 200 cue phrases from our document corpus.
Some phrases that we included are "this paper", "we show that", "we propose", "we
present" etc. As an example, consider a couple of sentences from an abstract of a
paper:
This paper presents the first Rademacher complexity-based... We present the
first margin bounds for kernel-based...
The rare term "Rademacher" and "margin" were found to be present repeatedly
in the top reformulated query set for this abstract.
4.6.3 Semantic Features
We treat a long query as a prior knowledge of relevant documents that the user is
interested in retrieving. As such, we want to find a way of predicting what terms
represent the essence of the topics present in this set of documents. However, the
words used by searchers are often not the same as those by which the information
they seek has been indexed. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that the user
queries are extremely short, which makes it hard to infer various topical aspects from
the query. Therefore, topic models do not directly address the "vocabulary mismatch"
problem but they do capture variability of terms associated with any particular topic.
If the system is provided with a long portion of text containing the vocabulary that
the user finds relevant, we believe that the topic models learned over the document
corpus can be useful in providing us with the main topics that the user is interested
in exploring more.
A specific implementation of learning a topic model over a document corpus is
Latent Dirichlet Allocation [7]. LDA is a generative probabilistic model of a corpus.
The generative process for each document d involves picking a multinomial distri-
bution 0 d over topics from a Dirichlet distribution. Then for each word, a topic t
is chosen from this topic distribution. Finally, the word w is generated from topic-
specific multinomial p(w~t). Once the model is learned, it can be used to infer the
topic distribution p(t~d) for a given document d.
These are the list of features we derive from the LDA model:
Topic Coverage
This feature is used to capture how well a reformulated query covers the main topical
aspects present in the long query. The topic score for a query is given by:
4tscore (q, d) = : p (t Id) E p (v It) (4.8)
teT vEq
where T is the set of top M inferred topics that have p(tjd) probability value above
a certain threshold. We expect good query reformulations to cover the main ideas
presented in the long query well.
Topic Consistency
Long queries are typically multi-faceted. The abstract of a paper is usually a novel way
of bringing together a subset of existing topics from a broader collection. In principle,
this would suggest using diverse query words to cover the key topics. However, each
reference of a paper typically provides more knowledge about a few specific topics out
of the ones present in the abstract. Since, the search engine only retrieves documents
that contain all the query words, it is important to ensure that query words are
topically consistent. So we construct the following feature as a way of measuring
topic consistency between query terms.
Otcons(q,d) = { 1 ift - T s.t. p(vjt) > r Vv E q
0 otherwise.
r is a threshold that can be tuned using a validation set.
4.6.4 Evaluation
We evaluated our model using Data Set I. Given the input set of features described
in the earlier sections, we used the learning framework presented in Section 4.2.1 to
rank the top 1000 queries for each long query.
We trained the LDA model over the entire corpus with 8927 documents using
MALLET [27] toolkit. Table (4.16) shows first few words from a few topics learned
by LDA model with number of topics set to 20.
Table 4.16: Example Topics learned by LDA model
speech reinforcement learning stimuli optimization
word learning neurons problem
model state cells convex
language policy spike function
speech action visual linear
topic methods response set
document function neuron optimization
text reinforcement model method
hmms reward stimulus dual
The metric used to evaluate the quality of top-q is described in Section 4.2.3.
Parameter Settings
This section describes how various parameters and thresholds were set for the model.
Regularization Parameter (C): The regularization parameter was selected
within the set {0.0001,0.001,0.01,0.1,1}. All the results henceforth were obtained
with regularization parameter C set to 0.001.
Number of Topics (N): In LDA, the most important parameter is the number of
topics. We experimented with N = 20 and 200. The performance difference was not
substantial but N = 200 performed slightly better so our experiments were carried
out with number of topics set to 200.
Topic Coverage (T): This parameter is defined in equation (4.8). We experi-
mented with a few different values of T. Table (4.17) presents the results. It can be
seen that the value of T has little effect on the results so for rest of the experiments
T was chosen to be 10.
RB: Effect of Topic Coverage threshold on performance
Validation Set
T MAP
5 0.131
10 0.137
15 0.136
. Topic Consistency Threshold (r): T is explained in equation (4.9) and re-
sults for varying T values are presented in table (4.18). It seems to have relatively
significant affect on the performance on validation set. We picked T to be 0.001 for
our final experiments.
Table 4.18: RB: Effect of Topic Consistency
Validation Set
T MAP
0.0001 0.137
0.001 0.141
0.002 0.129
0.005 0.129
0.01 0.127
threshold on performance
4.6.5 Performance Comparison
We conducted the following experiments to evaluate the performance of our model.
Feature Selection
Table (4.19) explores the importance of each of the proposed features. Each feature
is removed one at a time from the training data and the results are reported on the
validation set.
Topic features seem promising and so does the title. In the final comparison, we
trained our model with N = 200, T = 0.001, T = 10 and features title, pos, tscore
and tcons.
Table 4.17:
Table 4.19: RB: Feature selection results on Data Set II
Feature Performance
Feature Omitted MAP
None 0.132
title 0.12
caps 0.133
tf 0.133
pos 0.127
mi 0.136
tscore,tcons 0.116
tscore 0.128
tcons 0.122
len 0.138
phrase 0.134
caps, tf, mi, len,phrase 0.137
Baseline Models
In these experiments, we compared our approach to the following methods:
High IDF: We generated a reformulated query of length 3 by randomly picking
high idf terms from the long query.
TScore: We generated queries of length 2 and 3 by sorting high idf terms by
their tscore (equation (4.8)) values and then concatenating the top few.
QP: Described in Section 4.4.
TM: We trained the word translation model presented in Section 4.5 over Data
Set II. The original size of the vocabulary |UXVI was 335080 but we removed uv pairs
that appeared only in one (d, Q) pair. The resulting feature set size was 26969. The
training/test data sets were filtered accordingly. The value of C was chosen from the
set {0.001,0.001,0.01,0.1,1} using the validation data set. We modified the argmax-q
procedure explained in Section 4.5.1 to carry out strict summarization. That is, for
a new long query d, we computed a score for each term that appears in d as follows:
score(v) = EO , Vv E d (4.9)
uEd
and concatenated the top 3 scoring terms to get argmax-q.
Table 4.20 shows the performance comparison. Oracle and Orig refer to the MAP
over the best reformulated and original long queries respectively. It is evident that RB
receives the largest number of Gains which is the number of long queries for which the
chosen reformulated queries were better than the original query. Number of Winners
stands for the number of test queries for which the model successfully picked the
best reformulated query. 5 out of 9 Winners for RB overlapped with TScore (Query
Length 3) and hence the gains in those cases can probably be attributed to the tscore
feature. We looked closely at the Winners for QP and noticed that the model worked
well for cases where one of the best reformulated query candidates had a dominant
total IDF score of the query terms. However, that sometimes led to a query that
was as specific as the original query resulting in a large number of Unaffected cases
similar to High IDF. TM was evaluated on filtered test data and still performed
comparable to QP. TM argmax-q is extremely efficient to compute and is one of
the main contributions of the word translation model. Finally TScore (Len 2) has
maximum number of Losses since we found that a reformulated query of length two
is often not specific enough leading to a large recall but low precision.
Overall, it is evident that RB model has been able to achieve decent performance
gains by selecting better reformulated queries for 74% of the test queries while reduc-
ing the number of losses using the proposed feature set.
Table 4.20: RB Baseline Comparison: Data Set II
Test Set
Model Oracle Orig MAP # Gains # Losses # Unaffected # Winners
High IDF 0.28 0.05 0.08 146 64 19 2
TScore (Len 2) 0.28 0.05 0.10 127 96 3 5
QP 0.28 0.05 0.10 131 72 12 16
TM (top-q) 0.28 0.05 0.11 159 51 11 10
TM (argmax-q) 0.28 0.05 0.11 159 50 12 10
TScore (Len 3) 0.28 0.05 0.12 159 60 3 9
RB 0.28 0.05 0.14 170 45 7 9
4.6.6 Discussion
The task of cross referencing documents from different sources or finding related
content given a portion of relevant text (perhaps buried in the search results) is
extremely useful. We have presented a discriminative way of approaching the problem
of query by document where the system is provided with text as a long query that the
user finds relevant to his information need. Our feature set provides an automatic way
of isolating discriminative words by exploiting the document structure. Our research
shows that inferring various topical aspects present in the query and deriving useful
features from it is quite promising. The quality of topic inference is improved since the
model is provided with long string of terms that are found in the index of relevant
documents alleviating the problem of vocabulary mismatch. Long queries provide
more context which further helps with topic inference helping us prevent query drift.
4.7 Low Rank Model: LR
In this section, we present a class of Low Rank models that are discriminatively
trained to map query-document or query-query pairs to ranking scores. The proposed
model is similar in flavor to the Translation Model presented in section 4.5 but
requires less storage. Additionally, the low rank approach can help us deal with the
problem of synonymy - multiple words with similar meaning - in a manner similar
to Latent Semantic Indexing [13] methods.
We build on the idea proposed in the paper "Polynomial Semantic Indexing"
[4]. The long query and the reformulated queries are represented as vectors in the
same lower dimensional latent space. Words that function similarly on the training
set become close in the latent space. In particular, words that appear in similar
abstracts and appear in the top reformulated query set during training get mapped
close to each other in the latent space. Thus, the model can be useful for carrying
out query translation by mapping a long query to a reformulated query containing
words not originally present in the long query.
The model is based on word-to-word mappings making it language independent.
Thus it can be used to output a reformulated query in a target language given a long
query in a different source language. One of the key challenges to LSI style models is
scalability. In this work, we present a simple and effective algorithm for training the
low rank model in a supervised manner which is especially suited for learning from
large datasets.
4.7.1 LR Model
Given a long query d E RD and a reformulated query q E RD, consider the scoring
function fw(d, q) given by:
D
fw(d, q) = Widiqj = dTWq
ij=1
where D is the size of the dictionary and the j'th dimension of a vector indicates
the term frequency of j'th term, for example tf-idf weighting. However, this scoring
function is exactly the same as the one used by TM (section 4.5) if the term-query
vectors d, q E RD are incidence vectors i.e. the j'th dimension is set to 1 if the
corresponding term is present in the query. Unfortunately, maintaining the parameter
matrix W of size D x D in memory can become infeasible as the size of D grows.
In order to reduce the number of parameters, TM explicitly sets certain entries to
0 by ignoring word pairs that do not appear sufficiently often in the top queries.
Nevertheless, the huge number of parameters can affect the generalization ability of
the model.
Developing on the idea proposed in the paper [4], we use a low rank parameteri-
zation of the above model with a new scoring function:
fuv(d, q) = dT(UTV + I)q (4.10)
where U and V are k x D matrices. The idea is similar to LSI. U and V not only
induce a k-dimensional "latent concept" space but are also faster to compute and are
more economical to store in memory compared to W. k is usually much smaller than
D. For our problem, k was set to a value less than 200 whereas the dictionary size
was 5400.
4.7.2 Pegasos for Learning LR Ranking Model
The model is trained in a supervised fashion using the preference relations as described
in equation 4.2 with the margin set to one. The training data T= {(di, RI, Qj)}.=1,
can be written as a set of tuples T {di, q , q7}=1.., where q and q- are high
and low ranked reformulated queries in Qj respectively.
The paper [4] trains the model using stochastic gradient descent by iteratively
picking a random tuple (d, q+, q-) from the set T to minimize the sum of the ranking
loss over all tuples. Fixed learning rate rq is provided as an input to the algorithm.
The objective is to minimize:
1: max(0, 1 - fuv(d, q+) + fuv(d, q-))
(d,q+,q-)ET
and the updates are given by:
U - U + rIV(q+ - q-)dT, if 1 - fuv(d, q+) + fuv(d, q-) > 0
V +- V + rUd(q+ - q-)T , if 1 - fuv(d, q+) + fuv(d, q-) > 0
The problem with the above approach is the lack of regularization over the norm
of U or V. The parameter values are very sensitive to the value of the learning rate
and the latter needs to be chosen carefully.
To remedy this, we propose an adaptation of Pegasos algorithm [28] used to train
SVM from large datasets. Pegasos is a simple iterative algorithm which alternates
between stochastic sub-gradient descent and projection steps. First, gradient update
is made in the direction of sub-gradient computed over a sub-sample of training tuples.
Second, updated U and V are projected onto L 2 ball of radius 1]/A.
The algorithm proceeds as follows. Initially, U and V are set to any matrices with
Frobenius norm at most 1/v"X. The Frobenius norm of matrix U is defined as:
k D
||U||F E Uij 12
On iteration t, a set of tuples (d, q+ (high ranked), q- (low ranked)), which we denote
as At, are sampled from the entire training set T. The approximate learning problem
is to find a low rank parameter matrix that minimizes the regularized hinge loss
over the sampled tuples. Hence, the goal is to minimize the approximate objective
function:
AIUl+-l +A V I max(0,1-fuv(d,q+)+fuv(d,q~)) (4.11)
t (d,q+,q-)E At
The above objective is not convex in the low rank parameterization. We perform
iterative update for U while holding V fixed and vice versa. The learning rate is set
to rt 1/fl and a two step update is performed for each matrix. A' is defined to
be the set of tuples for which non-zero loss is encountered i.e.
A = {(d, q+, q-)} s.t. 1 - fuv(d, q+) + fuv(d, q~) > 0, V(d, q+, q-) E At (4.12)
The first step of pegasos update for U is given by:
Ut+1 +- (1 - ratA)Ut + 7 E Vt(q+ - q-)dT (4.13)
ti (d,q+,q- )EAt
Ut+1 is obtained by projecting Ut+1 2 onto the set:
B = {U : IUlIF < i/V} (4.14)
which completes the second step. The update for V can be derived similarly. First,
the loss set A+ is computed using updated Ut+1 . Second, the update is calculated
exactly as given by (4.12):
Vt+i <- (1 - 7t A)IVt + Ut+1d(q+ - q-)T (4.15)Avt (d,q+,q-)EA 
,
followed by the projection step (4.14). Next, we compute Uavg and Vavg over the last
p iterations and log the value of objective (4.11) at these parameter values as well
as their performance on the validation set.
The algorithm sketch is presented in Figure 4-8. We use the validation set to
determine convergence (stopping criteria).
4.7.3 Query Composed of Top Ranked Words
The exact argmax-q computation is very efficient for this model. We make the
following observation: let a reformulated query q E RD be represented by a sparse
Inputs:
p, A, T = {di, qi , q-}Ji=1,..,
Initialize:
Choose U1 , V1 E B where B is defined in (4.14)
Algorithm: For t = 1, 2,...:
1. Set rt =
2. Choose At c T
3. Set A+ as per (4.12)
4. Set Ut+. as given by (4.13)
5. Set Ut+1 = min {1, F}Ut+I
6. Set Vt+. as given by (4.15)
7. Set Vt+1 = min {I, IjF I
8. Compute Uav , = +_ U and Vav,. Log the value of ob-
jective over At and the performance on validation set.
Figure 4-8: Pegasos Algorithm for Training the LR Model
vector q = {qi, q2, - - , q[} which stores the indices in q that are set to 1. |ql represents
the length of the query (number of words in q). The low rank query score is given by:
Iql
fuv(d, q) = dT(UTV + I)q = Z[d(UTV + I)]q" (4.16)
i=1
That is, we just sum up the entries of vector dT(UTV + I) E RD corresponding to
the words that appear in q.
To output the query composed of top ranked words, we compute fuv(d, v) for
each word v C d in the long query separately. Next, we concatenate the top scoring 3
words to output argmax-q of length 3. The procedure is the same as first computing
the vector dT(UTV + I) and concatenating terms corresponding to indices with the
3 largest values.
4.7.4 Evaluation
We conducted experiments on Data Set II (described in Section 4.3.2) after dividing it
into training/test/validation. Each query-term vector stored binary incidence values
for the presence/absence of the corresponding words. During each iteration, a set
of random tuples {(di, q , q7)} i...n (where qf, q7 E Qi) are chosen for 20% of the
long queries. For each tuple, q is picked randomly from top 1% ranked queries in
set Qi and q7 from the bottom (100 - l)%. Thus, for each long query, the ranking
constraints are imposed between the top query set comprising of top 1% reformulated
queries and the remaining queries. We evaluated MAP for the queries appearing at
1% position from the top across the validation set to get an idea for a sensible division
of queries into top and bottom query set. 1 can be considered as an input parameter
Table 4.21: Top and Bottom Query Set Cut-off with Oracle Score of 0.29
1 MAP
10 0.15
5 0.178
3 0.20
2 0.214
to our model and we analyze its effect on performance in the next section.
In order to help determine convergence, we kept track of the value of the approx-
imate objective (4.11) and plotted it after each iteration of the algorithm at Uavg
and Vavg. We measured MAP value 2 over the top ranked queries top-q, as explained
in Section 4.2.3, on the validation set which was composed of 1000 queries for each
long query. This value was plotted at every p'th iteration using Uag and Vg to help
determine convergence and analyze performance.
We trained a number of low rank models with different input parameter settings to
compare their generalization performance. p was set to 20 for all the experiments. The
2Defined in Section 4.1
next few sections analyze the impact of the input parameters k, 1, A on performance
which was assessed using the validation set as explained above.
Objective Value
Figure 4-9 is a typical graph which shows fluctuations in the approximate objective
function as the algorithm progresses by taking gradient steps with respect to the sub-
samples. The blue line represents the value of the objective function calculated on the
sampled training tuples At. We can see that the overall objective value decreases with
the increase in the number of iterations. The red line plots the approximate objective
value obtained on a random sample of tuples chosen from the validation set. It is
evident that the objective value calculated on the validation set decreases initially.
However, it starts to increase giving us an indication of over-fitting the training data
as the learning procedure continues. To get a smoother curve, we plot an average of
the individual objective values obtained from past 10 iterations for each point.
Objective Value (I=1,k=2)
1.5
01
_1 -Training Set
-Validation Set
L 0.5
1W 0
Iterations
Figure 4-9: Approx. objective values computed at step (8) of training algorithm (figure
4-8) at various iterations.
Change in Evaluation Metric
This section explores the change in the criteria used for evaluating the performance
of the model. Instead of measuring the score of top ranked query, we computed the
average score of top 3% queries and 3 queries for each long query. Since the ranking
constraints are imposed between top and bottom query sets, the intuition was that
the model might not be able to rank the query with the highest score at the top. So
we computed the average over top few queries to see whether the model is able to
rank good queries at the top positions. 1 was set to 3 for the plots shown in Figure
(4-10).
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Figure 4-10: MAP value on validation set according to 3 different evaluation metrics
computed at each iteration of training algorithm (Figure 4-8 step 8).
The blue line represents MAP over single top ranked queries by the model. It is
surprising to note that the score of the top ranked query is higher than the average
over a top few. Typically each long query has more than one best scoring query.
It is possible that by forcing ranking constraints between top few queries and the
remaining, the learned model is able to rank one of the good queries at the top
position but is unable to do so consistently for a top few positions. We continue to
use 4.2.3 as a metric for the rest of our experiments.
Varying value of top query set size: 1
This section analyzes the change in size of the top and bottom query set for enforcing
ranking constraints. Evaluation results for varying I are presented in Figure 4-11.
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Figure 4-11: Effect on performance due to change in top query set size for imposing ranking
constraints. MAP is computed at various iterations of training algorithm over validation
set.
It seems using a small set of top ranked queries to enforce ranking constraints
leads to a quick improvement in the performance of the model. Since the problem is
most constrained for k = 2, the model learns to quickly focus on relevant features once
the set of most useful constraints are imposed. However, it seems having additional
ranking constraints (since the training data set is small) helps in better generalization
-1 = 3
-1=10
0.14
0.12
0.0
a0 0.08
0.06
0.04
if the model is trained for a longer period of time. One reason for this might be that we
include, in each iteration, a random subset of bottom 100-1% queries as "negatives"
(q-). This random subset will include pairs where "positive" (q+) is in top 1%
while the "negative" lies in top 2% queries. In other words, the method will try to
distinguish between top queries but fails to do so. One way to avoid this would be to
select the "negative" queries from bottom 90% (or something similar) regardless of 1.
This idea can be explored in the future experiments.
Varying latent space dimension: k
The choice of latent space dimension is critical since it should be large enough to
provide enough flexibility in capturing the real structure of the data but small enough
to ignore noise, redundancy and to keep the memory footprint small. Figure (4-
12) shows the performance of models trained with different latent space dimensions.
Since the increase in k makes each iteration of the algorithm more computationally
intensive, k = 20 has fewest data points as the different models were trained for
roughly the same amount of time. It is evident that as k is increased, it takes fewer
iterations for the model to achieve its peak performance. However, the training time
until convergence is still comparable.
It makes sense that the updates are faster when k is higher since the effective
learning rate is higher. For example, consider k = 2 vs k = 20. In the latter
case, there are 10 times more features that get updated at the same rate. Even if
the actual relationship required only 2 features, the solution will get there 10 times
faster since all the feature updates (10 pairs of 2) would point in roughly the same
direction. Furthermore, fewer dimensions lead to a more constrained optimization
problem. Since we bound the matrix norm, larger number of dimensions provide
more flexibility while forcing it to focus on the most relevant features.
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Figure 4-12: Effect of latent space dimension k on model performance during training.
4.7.5 Performance Comparison
This section contains a performance comparison of the Low Rank model with the
previous approaches. QP is described in section 4.4 and the RB model is trained
using the feature set listed in section 4.6. TM refers to the translation model trained
by incorporating word to word mappings as features fully described in Section 4.5.
TM's implementation details specific to Data Set II can be found in Section 4.6.5.
We will refer to the queries in the validation set that do not have corresponding
word-mappings in the training set as filtered queries.
Top 1000 Test Set
All the models are used to rank the top 1000 queries in the test set. Random just
picks a random query from the top 1000 reformulations. It is evident that LR receives
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more number of Gains than the TM or QP models. # Gains are the number of long
queries for which the chosen reformulated queries were better than the original query.
49 reformulated queries output by LR model belonged to the filtered query set. 16
out of 49 of those cases had worse query scores than the corresponding TM model.
Winners stands for the number of long queries for which the model successfully picked
the best reformulated query. 1 Winner was common between the TM and LR models
and 2 of the Winners for LR belonged to the filtered query set. It seems that LR helps
handle the data sparsity problem that TM suffers from. The TM and LR models
shared 5 Unaffected cases where the reformulated query did not offer any gain or
loss over the original long query. We also looked at the Losses for both the LR and
RB models and noticed that some of them are a result of the models not considering
interactions between the chosen query words. A few examples of such top queries are:
"receptive cells cell", "synapses cortex cortical", "policy hierarchy hierarchical" and
"vocabularies vocabulary candidate".
As pointed out in the performance analysis in section 4.6.5, QP model's Winners
were queries with dominant total idf score (feature listed in section 4.4) compared
to rest of the reformulated queries. We believe that this feature might have proved
especially useful since the search engine uses tf-idf as a scoring mechanism (given by
equation 3.1).
Table 4.22: LR Baseline Comparison: Data Set II (Test Top 1000)
Test Set Top 1000
Model Oracle MAP # Gains # Losses # Unaffected # Winners
Random 0.285 0.087 - - -
QP 0.285 0.110 144 59 11 17
TM 0.285 0.109 159 51 11 10
LR 0.285 0.121 172 39 11 9
RB 0.285 0.149 178 36 6 11
Test All
Instead of ranking just the top 1000 queries, models TM, QP and RB, rank all the
queries in the test set and output the topmost one. High IDF concatenates 3 randomly
chosen high idf words from the long query and outputs that for each long query. LR
computes argmax-q efficiently as explained in section 4.7.3. The results are quite
similar to the ones presented in the previous section.
Table 4.23: LR Baseline Comparison: Data Set II (Test All)
Test Set
Model Oracle MAP
High IDF 0.285 0.085
QP 0.285 0.101
TM 0.285 0.110
LR 0.285 0.112
RB 0.285 0.137
The LSI style approach provides a few advantages. TM has the problem of requir-
ing a lexical match between the pair of words seen in the training and test data. It
also yields a huge feature set which has the potential of performing very well by over-
fitting small amount of training data. Since there are many ways to express a given
concept, the literal terms present in the training data may not match the ones entered
by the user. The LSI style model helps address the problem of lexical matching by
representing those terms in the same latent semantic space. However, neither model
offers any signal for unseen words. The next section provides one way of extending
the LR model to remedy this.
4.7.6 Model Extension - QBD
In this section, we propose LR model enhancement which enables us to enrich the
model with additional features specific to the task at hand. Consider the Query
By Document scenario where the user provides a portion of text from a document
or the entire document as a long query. We can incorporate additional features to
provide signal for very low frequency, but often highly informative words that LR will
otherwise have poor or no signal for. We represent this feature set with #. The new
scoring function can be written as:
fuvw (d, q) = fuv(d, q) + #(d, q)w (4.17)
The updated objective becomes:
-A|wI| 2 +-||Ull 2 +-||Vl 2 + L(At, U, V, w)2 2 F 2F (4.18)
L(At, U, V, w) = max(0, 1 - fuvw (d, q+) + fuvw(d, q-))Ati (dq±,q-)EAt
The stochastic gradient update for U and V stay the same but for w, we first
compute A+ (similar to 4.12) using updated Ut+1 and Vt+ 1 . The update can be
written as:
wt+. *- (1 - t A)wt +
(d,q+,q-)EAw
#(d, q+) - 0(d, q-)
wt+1 is computed by projecting wt onto the set B. The updated algorithm
in Figure 4-13.
is provided
Performance Comparison
For our experiments, we used the feature set from Section 4.6 as # which is very appli-
cable to QBD. Table 4.24 presents performance comparison results for the enhanced
model.
Table 4.24: QBD Baseline Comparison: Data Set II
Test Set
Model Oracle MAP
Random 0.28 0.08
QP 0.28 0.10
TM 0.28 0.11
LR 0.28 0.11
RB 0.28 0.14
QBD 0.28 0.15
The performance is better than the RB or LR model. We believe that the LR
model can be an integral component of a query reformulation system but not nec-
essarily the whole system. It can be augmented with additional features specific to
a particular task to achieve further gains. We have presented a natural way of ex-
(4.19)
Inputs:
p, A, T {di, qt, qT}z-...,
Initialize:
Choose wi, U1, V1 E B where B is defined in
Algorithm: For t = 1, 2,...:
1. Choose At E Tn
2. Set A+ as per
3. Set rqt =
(4.12)
4. Set Ut+. as given by (4.13)
5. Set Ut+ = min {1, I IF}Ut
6. Set Vt+. as given by (4.15)
7. Set Vt+1
8. Set wt+! as given by (4.19)
9. Set wt+1 min {1, I 2'/I}wt+
10. Compute Uavg = +P1 U, Vavg and Wavg. Log the value of
objective (4.18) over At and performance on validation set.
Figure 4-13: Pegasos Algorithm for Training the Extended LR Model
(4.14)
=-min { 1, F11V+
tending the model but there are several ways of accomplishing that. For instance,
one can use an ensemble of learners to create a more robust ranking function. Fair
exploration of such model enhancements is left as future work.
4.7.7 Discussion
One of the main contributions of this section is a completely new approach to query
reformulation. We have described and presented a simple supervised method based on
words only which can be regarded as a potential component of a query reformulation
system. Low rank approximation helps with generalization and saves memory. The
query representation by LR model is very economical. Our empirical results indicate
that a small value of the latent space dimension k can probably suffice in achieving
reasonable performance.
We also presented a novel way of training the low rank model. Since the run
time does not depend directly on the size of the training set, the resulting algorithm
is especially suited for learning from large data sets [28]. This can be especially
important for learning from large scale web search logs. The presented model is fast
to train and requires a smaller amount of memory to store the parameters compared to
the Translation Model (section 4.5). The algorithm provides an additional advantage
of not requiring to search for a good value for the learning rate, which can be a
significantly more expensive computation. A predefined schedule qt seems to work
quite well in practice.
Another contribution of our work is the efficient way of outputting the top ranked
query argmax-q that does not require an exhaustive computation of ranking all pos-
sible query reformulations. Efficiency is a key challenge since enumerating and evalu-
ating all possible reformulated queries is not feasible in practice. Previous approaches
provide heuristics to reduce the size of the search space, for instance, by only con-
sidering reformulations that differ from the original query in one term. Given a new
long query, our algorithm carries out the computation of the top ranked query in
an efficient manner. However, there is a drawback of using such a simple argmax-q
procedure. The model doesn't capture relationships between the query terms present
in the reformulated query. This results in choosing reformulations that contain re-
dundant terms. We presented a few examples in the analysis presented in section
4.7.5.
One shortcoming of the presented model is that it does not provide any signal for
the new unseen words. But various extensions of the low rank model are possible.
We saw in section 4.7.6 that the model can be augmented with other features specific
to the task to further improve results.
The presented method does not depend on language and can be useful for learning
cross-lingual query translations as well. One can explore a class of nonlinear (polyno-
mial) models that can capture higher order relationships between words like the one
presented in [4]. We can also experiment with storing actual tf-idf values instead of
just binary incidence values in the term-query vectors to achieve further gains. Such
extensions can be investigated in future work.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have addressed the problem of reformulating long search queries into
more concise and effective queries. Recent user studies [2] have shown that harder
search tasks tend to involve longer queries consisting of 5-7 terms. However, most
search engines do not handle long queries well since they often include extraneous
terms. Our results indicate that replacing the original long query with a smaller set
of appropriate terms greatly improves query effectiveness.
We have presented three discriminatively trained models that naturally provide
different trade-offs in terms of performance gains, scalability, computation and storage
requirements. The translation (TM) and low rank (LR) models presented in sections
4.5 and 4.7, respectively, are based on features over words only. The TM model
is simple yet powerful enough to achieve reasonable performance for larger corpuses.
However, it may not generalize well as the size of the vocabulary grows. The LR model
provides a low-rank approximation of TM which is especially suited for corpus with
larger vocabularies. However, it requires as input a few carefully picked parameters,
such as the dimension of the latent space. The Rule Based model from section 4.6
shows that it is possible to achieve significant performance gains by incorporating
document structure and'the style of writing. The flexibility in the choice of models
is valuable when designing a system, where the familiarity with the corpus, memory
and processing limitations may influence the choice of the model.
Several unanswered questions remain. The search engine that we employed uses a
very simple indexing and tf-idf based scoring (equation 3.1) scheme. A natural ques-
tion then is to see how well the proposed models perform for modern search engines
that employ more complex retrieval and ranking functions. We need to evaluate our
approach on long queries in the web environment. The TM and LR models suffer from
a lack of signal for unseen words. The RB model addresses this with the addition of
features which exploit document structure and semantic features that are extracted
from the topic model learned over the corpus. A more general approach could be to
impose a regularization on the low rank model in a manner that fills in feature values
for unseen words. For instance, one can append the following quantity:
A E wi jIIV. - V.T|| 2
i~j
to the objective function 4.11. The weight wij between a pair of words measures how
similar the two words are, such as their mutual information score (given by equation
4.7). V. denotes the i'th column of matrix V corresponding to the i'th word in the
dictionary. The learning procedure will steer the parameters so that the strongly
coupled words will have similar representations in the latent space.
The learning formulations presented are purely discriminative. A complementary
approach would be to train a generative model over documents guided by words that
are good for query reformulation. The idea would be to generate the words in the
document from a restricted set of words that best explain the entire document. The
choice of words can be viewed as a compression of the original document. Such a
generative model can have various interesting applications. For instance, it could be
used to extract keywords from web pages for advertisement targeting, automatically
create e-mail labels, annotate a corpus (such as blogs) with keywords to provide some
structure making the corpus easier to browse. While promising, there are various
challenges associated with this approach. It is unclear how well the compressed
document works as a query as the generative process is not influenced by the search
engine. For example, most search engines require all the search terms to be present
in the document for it to be retrieved.
The goal of our research is to reformulate user descriptions to effective search
engine terms, bridging vocabularies. This leads to several interesting new problems
in a real system. Given the user query logs, how can we construct novice and expert
query pairs? Does it suffice to analyze the query reformulation patterns within the
user search sessions [32]? Or do we need to be able to distinguish novice or expert
users based on their search behaviors [2]? Once we have such query pairs as training
data, variants of the models suggested in this thesis can be applied to carry out query
reformulation. However, it may be prohibitively expensive to translate every user
query. One can predict query performance and only reformulate poorly-performing
queries [11]. Future work in these directions will bring us closer to having a unified
query reformulation system which would substitute, drop and append query terms
typed in by novice searchers.
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